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measure  

remember  

early  

waves  

reached  

listen  

wind  

rock  

space  

covered  

fast  

several  

hold  

himself  

toward  

 

Writing Practice 
Directions:   Write the words on the lines. 



 Name__________________________________________   
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measure waves wind covered hold 

remember reached rock fast himself 

early listen space several toward 
 

   

   

   

   

   
 

  

Spelling Practice 
Directions:   Print each word into the box it fits. 



 Name__________________________________________   
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measure waves wind covered hold 

remember reached rock fast himself 

early listen space several toward 
 
 

 

 
  

Word Search 
Directions:   Find and circle the words. 



 Name__________________________________________   
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covered    
know how much of 

something 

early    think of  

fast    before it is time 

himself    water moved by air 
 

hold    had gotten to 

listen    to hear    

measure    air that moves  
reached    a hard thing in the dirt   

remember    room around something 

rock    put something over   
 

several    moving at a run 

space    a few 

toward    took into your hand 
 

waves    the same as he 

wind    on the way to 
 

 
 

Matching 
Directions:   Draw lines to match the words and meanings. 
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ndwi The __ __ __ __ moved my hat off my head. 

ewavs The __ __ __ __ __ in the sea moved the ship. 

wrdoat The ship came __ __ __ __ __ __ __the land.  

epcsa Leave some  __ __ __ __ __  for your books. 

asevrle The cat had __ __ __ __ __ __ __ fish to eat.  

crok Did you find a__ __ __ __ in the dirt?    

ebreermm Do you __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ how to do it?  

cdheare The family__ __ __ __ __ __ __ America by ship. 

muasree Men __ __ __ __ __ __ __ how far to the town. 

entlis    If you __ __ __ __ __ __, you can hear me talk.  

lhod The girl will __ __ __ __ her mother’s hand. 

eilsmhf Did he help __ __ __ __ __ __ __ to the food? 

saft The __ __ __ __ horse runs across the land. 

ayelr We were __ __ __ __ __ , so no one was there. 

cevredo She __ __ __ __ __ __ __ her eyes with her hands. 
 

 

Word Scramble 
Directions:   Unscramble the word for the sentence. 

 



 Name__________________________________________   
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1.  You must __________________ this paper in your hand.  

2.  We must __________________ when others talk. 

3.  The water moves in __________________. 

4.  The family has __________________ dogs. 

5.  The dog came __________________ the girl. 

6.  The boy __________________ the house before his friend. 

7.  The birds moved __________________ to the tree. 

8.  The __________________ moved the leaves in the trees. 

9.  Stand on this large __________________ to see better. 

10.  Is there __________________ for my friends in the room?  

11.  I __________________ the answer to this problem. 

12.  He __________________ his picture with his hand. 

13.  He takes __________________ to school. 

14.  Get up __________________ and go to school. 

15.  __________________ before you cut the paper. 
 

 

measure waves wind covered hold 

remember reached rock fast himself 

early listen space several toward 

Finish the Sentence 
Directions:   Write a word which belongs in the sentence. 


